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Section 1983 is a federal law that allows 
individuals to sue local governments and 
their employees for violations of United 
States Constitution or federal statutes.

1983 CLAIMS



Typical Section 1983 claims:
Equal protection, including laws that target classes 

based on race, gender, or sexual orientation and 
government action that targets individual people
Free speech, including retaliation against individuals 

who exercise free speech
Due process, including employment claims
Police misconduct, including excessive force and use 

of improper restraints

1983 CLAIMS



Section 1983 claims are common because:
Plaintiffs can seek damages for mental anguish, 

emotional distress, punitive damages, or 
injunctive relief
Plaintiffs can obtain an award of attorneys’ fees 

and costs if they win
Almost any action of government could give rise 

to an attempted equal protection claim

1983 CLAIMS



Examples of local government conduct that 
could lead to an equal protection claim:
Demanding a larger easement from a property 

owner than required by code
Subjecting a resident to a building design review 

process that other residents do not have to use
Targeting an individual for excessive parking 

tickets or police stops

1983 CLAIMS



Local governments decisions that affect the use of 
property can be subject to 1983 claims, including:
Zoning and site development decisions
Permitting decisions
Code enforcement actions

A local government’s failure to follow local or state procedures 
does not necessarily constitute a violation of the constitution. To 
constitute a constitutional violation, the local government must 
have failed to give proper notice or an opportunity to be heard.

1983 CLAIMS
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 Asset v. Liability
 Protecting City Assets
 Limiting City Liabilities
 Negotiating Contracts

LEVERAGING MAJOR CONTRACTS



 Specific Local Clause
VENUE AND JURISDICTION



VENUE AND JURISDICTION
 Litigated Local Clause



 American Arbitration Association
 Arbitration Service of Portland
 Unstated / Ambiguous Arbitration Clause

ARBITRATION



LIMITATION OF LIABILITY



CONTRACTUAL TIME LIMITATIONS



ATTORNEY FEES
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Employees have the right to report waste, fraud, abuse, and other workplace violations.  

The public policy goal is to encourage greater reporting and accountability, free from unlawful retaliation.

Under Oregon law, it is an unlawful practice for an employer to discharge, demote, suspend, or in any manner discriminate or 
retaliate against an employee with regard to promotion, compensation, or other terms, conditions or privileges of employment 
for the reason that the employee has in good faith reported information that the employee believes is evidence of a violation of a 
state or federal law, rule or regulation. The violation doesn’t have to be substantiated, or even represent actual wrongdoing – the 
report simply must be made in good faith.  

The Oregon Safe Employment Act provides similar protections for an employee or prospective employee who has made any 
complaint to the employer, or federal or Oregon OSHA, of any violation of law, regulation, or standard pertaining to safety and 
health in the workplace.

The public-sector Whistleblower Law protects an employee of a public employer from discrimination or retaliation by their 
employer when they disclose any information that the employee reasonably believes is evidence of: mismanagement; gross 
misuse or waste of public resources or funds; abuse of authority in connection with the administration of a public program or the 
execution of a public contract; or a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety resulting from the public employer’s 
action or inaction.

“Reporting” includes reporting to any person, orally or in writing, any non-publicly available information the employee believes in 
good faith to be a violation of the law.  The report does not have to be made directly to a supervisor or through an employer’s 
process for an employee to be protected under these laws, nor does it need to be raised in any agency’s formal process.

LEGAL PROTECTIONS AVAILABLE FOR WHISTLEBLOWERS



The basic elements of a retaliation claim are:

1. The plaintiff engages in a protected activity, like whistleblowing

2. The defendant takes an adverse employment action against him/her

3. There is a causal link between the two, which can be shown by direct evidence or can be 
inferred by proximity in time, or disparate or inconsistent treatment of the plaintiff by 
the employer

Adverse employment action includes, but is not limited to: discharge, demotion, suspension, discrimination, or retaliation 
against an employee with regard to promotion, compensation, or other terms, conditions, or privileges of employment.

An employer must protect a reporter from retaliation, both from supervisors and from co-workers.  
If the employer knew or should have known of the retaliation by co-workers and failed to take immediate and appropriate 
corrective action to stop the retaliation, the employer can be liable for the retaliatory actions of the co-workers as well.

WHAT IS CONSIDERED RETALIATION UNDER THE LAW?



BE CLEAR THAT YOUR ORGANIZATION STRICTLY PROHIBITS AND WILL NOT TOLERATE 
RETALIATION AGAINST AN EMPLOYEE WHO MAKES A GOOD FAITH REPORT. 

WHAT SHOULD AN EMPLOYER DO TO PREVENT RETALIATION AGAINST A 
WHISTLEBLOWER?

Employers must have a written policy that explains how employees can make 
reports and be protected from exposure and retaliation. The policy should: 
 Explain the steps in the process and what the reporter can expect, including time frames; 
 explain the employees’ rights and remedies under the law; and, 
 be distributed to all employees in written or electronic form. 

Other suggested policy components:
 Designate a chief compliance officer who enacts and enforces the whistleblower program 

independently from regular human resources management.
 Establish multiple channels for reporting, including an anonymous hotline that is available 24/7.
 Model receptive and encouraging behavior towards reporting from the top of the organization.
 Work with union leaders for represented employees to encourage employees at all levels to 

report if they see fraud, waste, abuse, or unsafe or unhealthy working conditions. 



THE EMPLOYER’S OBLIGATIONS WHEN IT BECOMES AWARE THAT 
RETALIATION MAY HAVE TAKEN PLACE

The employer should: 
 Take detailed statements from the complaining person, the alleged retaliator, and any witnesses; 
 Review and preserve any documents, such as emails, notes, or letters, and any other evidence 

available, such as voice mail, surveillance video, etc.; and, 
 Document all steps of the investigation – including rebuttal statements obtained when there is 

conflict between witnesses’ stories.

Corrective action can include verbal and/or written warnings, suspension, training, 
reassignment and, in extreme cases, termination.  Any reassignment should be directed at 
the worker doing the retaliating unless the worker who is retaliated against requests it.

The employer must promptly and thoroughly investigate reports of 
retaliation and take prompt corrective action.

During an investigation, an employer cannot disclose the identity of the 
whistleblower without his/her consent.



An employer may also take disciplinary action if:
1. The information disclosed is known by the employee to be false;
2. The employee disclosed the information with reckless disregard for its truth or falsity; or
3. The information disclosed relates to the employee's own violations, mismanagement, gross waste of funds, abuse of 

authority, or endangerment of the public health or safety.

The employer should have good documentation of the events and that the employee knows that the 
discipline was for the employee’s own bad behavior, not for reporting a violation of the law. 
Remember: the closer an adverse employment action is in time to a protected event, the more likely it is that 
the action will invite scrutiny and allegations of retaliation.

An employer can follow its own current, non-discriminatory policies and discipline employees for violations. 

If an agency has conducted a thorough investigation and concluded sufficient evidence of such a violation 
exists, it may discipline that person as it would any other employee who violated the same policies the same 
number of times.  If the agency’s normal policy would be to terminate a similarly situated employee, then it 
can discharge the reporting employee.  

CAN THE REPORTER BE DISCIPLINED FOR HIS/HER OWN BEHAVIOR?



Employees have several avenues for remedies when they experience retaliation due to their protected 
whistleblowing activity: 
 File a complaint with the state Bureau of Labor and Industries’ Civil Rights Division; 
 File a civil suit in state circuit court; 
 Complain through the public employer or non-profit’s internal grievance system; 
 Appeal to the state Employment Relations Board; 
 File a grievance under a union contract, where applicable; and 
 File a suit in federal district court or file a complaint with an agency that administers a federal

whistleblowing law protection. 

Recovery of damages from public employers under the whistleblower protection law are limited by the Oregon Tort 
Claims Act.  The employee can't sue the individual public body officer, employee, or agent acting in the course and scope 
of his/her employment or duties - only the public body itself.  A court may order injunctive relief and other equitable 
relief, including reinstatement, back pay, monetary damages, and reasonable attorney fees. 

Civil rights claims involving retaliation and whistleblowing have cost the state more than $4.7 million in settlements since 
January 2013.  

LEGAL AVENUES AVAILABLE TO AN EMPLOYEE WHO HAS BEEN SUBJECT 
TO RETALIATION.



THANK YOU

HarryWilson@MarkowitzHerbold.com
KerryShepherd@MarkowitzHerbold.com

BarbHalle@MarkowitzHerbold.com
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